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Abstract:

Bird mortality on 20 kV power lines was reported in four IBAs in Southern Bulgaria. In the period between September-December 2004, 139.3 km of power lines and a total of 1418 electric poles of different
designs were monitored. As a result, 105 bird carcasses representing 22 species were detected. Electrocution was suspected for 77.1% (n=81) of the detected carcasses, while 22.9% (n=24) were suspected power
line collisions. Most of the suspected bird collisions (59%) were small Passeriformes. Crows, storks, and
raptors were some of the most common victims to electrocution. The number of suspected electrocutions
per lethal pole ranged from 1 to 9. Thirteen percent of these lethal pylons accumulated approximately
30% of the victims. Mortality differed with poles of different design and habitat types. Five types of
pole configurations and a switch tower were recorded during the study. Metal towers with jumper wires
underneath the crossarms proved to be the most dangerous configuration; accounting for 54.3% of total
detected electrocution mortality. Detected mortality caused by suspected electrocution was significantly
higher in cultivated lands, providing less suitable perch sites compared to natural areas. A significant part
of the power line network consisted of dangerous poles. Insulating protective devices should be applied
on risky poles.
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Introduction
Electric power supply networks are responsible for
causing mortality of birds, and raptors in particular.
There is published data on bird mortality caused by
power line systems from all over the world (МARKUS
1972, HAAS 1980, LEDGER, ANNEGARN 1981, FERRER,
HIRALDO 1991, FERRER et al. 1991, BAYLE 1999,
JANSS 2000, VAN ROOYEN 2000, KRUGER,VAN ROOYEN
2000, ARHIPOV 2000, GUYONNE et al. 1999, GUYONNE

et al. 2001, ADAMEC 2004, KARYAKIN et al. 2005,
KARYAKIN, BARABASHIN 2005, KARIAKIN, NOVIKOVA
2006, MASTINA 2005, MEDZHIDOV et al. 2005; PESTOV
2005, CARTRON et al. 2006, LEHMAN et al. 2007,
HARNESS 1998, 2000, 2008). Bird mortality caused
by power lines in Bulgaria has been treated in an article on Stork mortality (NANKINOV 1992). Аlso, dead
birds have been recorded by conservationists, power
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